
 
CALL FOR SPONSORS FOR NATIONAL DAY EVENT 

                                           
The Embassy of Italy in Oslo is looking for sponsors and interested parties that wish to be 

engaged in the organization of the National Day Event, which will take place the 02nd of June, 2022. 

The Embassy of Italy, taken into consideration the amount or the nature of the sponsorship, 

will grant sponsoring public and/or private companies, foundations and associations that have no 

conflict of interest, marketing returns, by offering the opportunity to display their logo or brand name 

or other distinctive elements. 

Interested individuals and companies are encouraged to submit a sponsorship proposal by 

email to the following address: oslo.amministrazione@esteri.it . 

Proposals can include sponsorships of financial nature (in terms of economic delivery) and 

technical nature (direct delivery of services or furnishing of goods) and it is also possible to submit 

proposals providing both forms (in part financial and in part technical). 

Sponsorship proposals will be evaluated by this Embassy according to the principles of legality, 

good performance and transparency of administrative action; sponsorship proposals are not 

considered binding for the subsequente formalization of the contract. 

The Embassy reserves the right not to accept proposals that, due to the nature of the 

sponsorship or of the activities of the sponsor, may generate conflict of interests, may cause prejudice 

or damage to the image and activity of this venue, or that are contrary to the general principles of the 

Italian legal system, or forbidden by law. 

If the proposal is considered of interest, the concerned party will be contacted by the Embassy. 

The sponsorship will be formalized with a contract between the parties. 

The contract will set duration and value of the sponsorship, obligations of the parties and 

clauses of protection from default. 

Oslo, March 16th, 2022 

The Ambassador 

                                                                                           Alberto Colella 
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